
 



RHYMEBUS CORPORATION-AC Motor Drive 

 Thirty years’experience at manufacturing, developing and after-sales service for AC 

motor drive and customize project. We are RHYMEBUS, dedicated for a green and 

sustainable future by high efficiency, smart and energy-saving solutions. Over the years, 

our product has been widely used in many fields, textile-machine, packing and food 

machinery, transportation and conveyor, plastic-injection molding, HVAC, treadmill and 

fitness gear and electrical vehicle. Where there is the need for a better system control, 

power management, stable process and higher efficiency, it is our destiny and 

responsible to deliver. 

 Founded in Taiwan, Taichung. Now, we have branch office in China, Ningbo and 

multiple agencies all over the world. Rhymebus continues to strengthen its 

competitiveness by doing constant research, providing quality products and designing 

customer oriented systems. 

Brand Identity 

 These three “R” represent “Research, Reliability & Responsibility”. Indicate our 
ambition to be thorough in acquiring knowledge. And it extended to the social 

responsibility about “Reuse, Recycle & Reduce” we should take. 



R-Rider Human Power Green Station 

Nowadays, people are looking for the solution 
of energy. Rhymebus lunched a new power-

regenerating product, R-Rider. It will change 
the world in some way.  

 
R-Rider is a new device can transfer power 

from human exercise. The power generated by 
R-Rider per hour can charge 4 iPhone! This 

design is so simple and amazing.  
 

Besides, there is no battery or any other power storage in R-Rider. The power can be 
send back to the power directly with the power line. This function is the design of R-

Rider to prevent the pollution problem and reduce the cost. National Central University 
built the first “Green fitness power station” in 2013. Also the Taipei Da-an sport center 

put R-Rider into their facility. The spirit of R-Rider, health & green at the same time, 

are amazing. 
 

Rhymbus Combine R-Rider with the cloud system for the entertainment and IT health 
management. We create a great method for login and easy health management, even 

the international competition for power generation. We try to make this Green idea get 
into our daily life.  
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